Dear Friends,

I recently received a CD that Steve Marshall made of the photos he took during his July 30 2009 visit to Newport Forest. Some of you may recall that one of his students sent us a list of 21 new Syrphid flies for the general species list -- and now this: 37 new species from a variety of insect orders and a truly splendid series of 73 photos that I will air out one or two at a time over the coming cold months in a feature I call . . .

INSECTS OF NEWPORT FOREST (suitable for a TTLT promotional calendar - with proper permissions)

So here, without further ado are the first two in the series, which just happen to be species we had already logged:

**IMAGES:**

(Click on image to enlarge)

First, the caterpillar of the Prometheus Moth

Second, the Margined Blister Beetle (I must find out who his tailor is.)
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